Product Brief

Automation Change Control Expert 2.6
Arbiter Software Automation Change Control Expert

TM

(ACCE

TM

) provides object-level Lifecycle Management for

CA Workload Automation AE (formerly CA AutoSys) resulting in end-to-end visibility and control over changes,
improved security, and reduced risk to production.

Change Management Plays a Critical Role for Workload Automation Deployments
IT Operations teams are realizing the importance of applying lifecycle management practices to their workload
automation solutions. As complex job processes and their dependencies span the enterprise, it’s critical to
understand who is making changes and what is being changed. Lifecycle Management has the same benefits for
Workload Objects (Job Definitions for example) as it does for code modifications in Software Development. Change
is a source of enterprise risk and batch workloads often support some of the most mission critical business
processes in any company such as payroll, invoicing and supply chain management. Whether it’s a result of
government regulations or management mandates that drive the need, Lifecycle Management is an often
overlooked, yet still a very important area for IT Operations teams to gain control of. Arbiter Software’s
Automation Change Control Expert provides that capability.

Doing More with Less
Figure 1 - ACCE Job Addition Screen
Workload Automation environments continue to expand
beyond the traditional batch scheduling and into areas such
as Java Applications and Database Monitoring and
Management. With that expansion, IT Operations
departments are asked to augment the growth by finding
ways to do more with less. With even less staff than before IT
Operations departments face constant pressure from
management to continue to grow all the while ensuring
accuracy of all WA changes in the environment. ACCE
performs all the necessary checks and validations of every
single job in the request against the validation engine to ensure that all jobs related to the change are thoroughly
checked before they migrate to production. This allows the IT Operations Staff to handle additional workloads
while increasing the accuracy of changes being migrated.

Monitoring
Workload Automation (WA) has moved from an IT Operations tool to an enterprise wide automation platform.
This has created tremendous growth for WA and resulted in large impacts on change oversight. ACCE helps shed
light on your environment by providing the following benefits to help you gain more knowledge about what is
really happening.

Assurance
Due to the constant growth of Workload Automation environments, Schedulers may not have the time or ability to
validate the accuracy of changes adequately before they are moved into production. Consequently, they may
struggle to maintain confidence that changes are being adequately checked or tested before they are migrated
into a production environment. ACCE provides insight into all aspects of the change by using its validation engine
to check the jobs in the change request before anyone even looks at it.

Management
Management is constantly pressured to do more with less. This is often difficult given the consistent growth
associated with Workload Automation. ACCE provides an additional layer of management with all the
necessary automation and controls to grow
without sacrificing accuracy.

Security

Figure 2 – Validation Engine

With the added breadth of capabilities offered in
modern Workload Automation solutions, more
users are now granted access to Workload
Automation environments. With that access,
corporate governance has the expectation that
know more than just who is accessing the
environment.
ACCE ensures that only the
appropriate staff has access to make changes in
your Workload Automation environments.

ACCE Benefits Include:




Web Based UI



Automated Back-out of
Changes
Archival of Prior Changes



Extensive Reporting



Validation Engine



Change Forecasting



Sendevent Action
Performance



Full Lifecycle Testing



Job Attribute Mapping



Detailed Audits



Change Queue Balancer



LDAP Integration



Automated Migrations
of Jobs and Entities
(Machines, calendars,
Global Variables)



Dashboard

Figure 3 – Chargeback Report
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